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1o Introduction. In 1933 Yosida ([14]) applied the Nevanlinna
theory of meromorphic unctions to differential equations in the complex plane for the first time and generalized a Malmquist’s theorem

([7]).
Theorem of Yosida. If the differential equation
( 1 ) (w’) =R(z, w), R rational in z, w and m a positive integer,
possesses a transcendental meromorphic solution w--w(z) in the complex plane, then R(z, w) must be a polynomial in w of degree at most
2m. Further, if w(z) has only a finite number of poles, the degree is
at most m.
Later various mathematicians studied differential equations in
the complex plane with the aid of Nevanlinna theory (see the references in [1], [13]) and many generalizations ot this theorem have been
obtained by several authors ([2], [5], [6], [11], [12], etc.).
In this paper we shall consider a general differential equation
studied in [2], [6], [11] and [12]. We denote by /the set of meromorphic unctions in the complex plane and by .Z" the set o Ec[0, oo)
for which means E oo. Further, the term "meromorphic" will mean
meromorphic in the complex plane.
Let P be a polynomial of w, w’,..., w ) (nl) with coefficients
in

P(z, w, w’,

..., w())= aex ca(z)wi(w’) ’’

, ...,

(w()
i) tor
where c e /and I is a finite set of multi-indices 2=(i0, i,
which c=/=0 and i0, i,..., i are non-negative integers, and let A(z, w),
B(z, w) be polynomials in w with coefficients in /and mutually prime
in

"

=o

,

B(z w)= ,=o b(z)w
A(z, w)=
a (z)w
where %, b e /such that a. b--/=0.
We shall consider the differential equation
P(z, w, w’, ..., w())--A(z, w)/B(z, w).
(2)
We put
xl maxe (io + 2i +. + (n / 1)i),
d= maxe (io +i +. + i),
Zlo= maxe (i + 2i +. + nin).
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A meromorphic solution w=w(z) of (2) is said to be admissible when
it satisfies

T(r, f)=o(T(r, w))
(r--., r e E e _)
for all coefficients f=a, b and c in (2).
As a generalization of Theorem of Yosida cited above, Gackstatter
and Laine ([2]) and Steimetz ([11]) proved the following"
"If the differential equation (2) possesses an admissible solutio.n
w--w(z), then q=O and p<=. Further, if N(r, w)-o(T(r, w)) (r--,
r e E e _), then p d."
Another proof is given in 6 of [1].
The purpose of this paper is to give a more precise result than
this. We shall make an essential use of inequalities in [8] and [9].
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the notation of
Nevanlinna theory (see [3], [4] or [10]).
2. Lemmas. We shall give some lemmas for later use.
For nonconstant f e
we denote by So(r, f) any quantity satisfying
0(1) (r-c), when f is rational,
So(r, f)= O(log r) (r-+), when f is transcendental of finite order,
[O(log rT(r, f)) (r-oo, r e E e .), when f is of infinite order.
Lemma 1. Let f be nonconstant meromorphic, then
(see [3], [4] or [10]).
m(r, f()/f)=So(r, f) (i--1, 2, ...)
and A(z, w), B(z, w) be as in 1. Then,
Lemma 2. Let f, d e
(i) T(r, ,.=odf)tT(r, f)-F,.=o T(r, d)+O(1) (see [3], p. 46).
(ii) If A(z, f(z)) 0 and B(z, f(z)) O,
T(r, A(z, f)/B(z, f))--max (p, q)T(r, f)
P
T(r, a)+=o T(r, b)) + 0(1)
-FO(,=o
([8]).
be as in 1, w--w(z) nonconstant
Lemma :. Let P, z], d and
meromorphic and e C. Then,
(i) T(r,P/(w--a))=z]T(r, w)-Fe, T(r, c)+So(r, w);
(ii) T(r,P/(w--c))dT(r, w)+z]oN(r, w)+e, T(r, c)+So(r,w).
We can prove this lemma without difficulty applying the method
used in [9] and using Lemma 1.
:. Theorem. We use the same notation as in 1-2.
Theorem. Let w--w(z) be any nonconstant meromorphic solution
of the differential equation (2).
( I When q=/=O or p z],
max (q, p-z])T(r, w)
T(r, c)
-F 0(,=o T(r, a)+ ,--o T(r, b))-F So(r, w).
(II) When q =/= 0 or p d,
max (q, p--d)T(r, w)=z]oN(r, w)-F ,e, T(r, c)
T(r, b))+ So(r, w).
4-0(,=o T(r, a)-F
then
from
Proof. If A(z,w(z))--O,

<=

,

o

ez

:o
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aw
we have by Lemma 2(i)

(a,_ w

-

+.. + a0),

T(r, w)<=,o T(r, a) + O(1).
This inequality is contained in any case of this theorem, so that we
have only to prove this theorem when A(z, w(z))O.
Let a be a constant such that
A(z, )=a0+cal+
+ap:/:0.
This is possible as a :/:0.
(I) Substituting w=w(z) in (2) and dividing by (w(z)--a) we
have the relation
P(z, w, w’,
w(n))/(w-a)=A(z, w)/(w--a)B(z, w).
Note that A(z, w) and (w--a)B(z, w) are mutually prime in /because
of the choice of a. From this relation, we obtain the following
inequality by Lemmas 2(ii) and 3(i):
zlT(r, w)+ ei T(r, c)+So(r, w)max (p, q + l)T(r, w)
+0(=o T(r, aj)+-_o T(r, b))+ O(1),
which reduces to the desired inequality.
(II) Substituting w=w(z)in (2) and dividing by (w(z)-c) we
have the relation
P(z, w, w’,
w(n))/(w--o)=A(z, w)/(w--o)B(z, w),
from which we can easily obtain the desired inequality with the aid
of Lemmas 2(ii) and 3(ii) as in the case of (I) as A(z,w) and
(w--o)B(z, w) are mutually prime in
Remark. This theorem, contains the result in [12].
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